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THREE-DIMENSIONAL EULERIAN CALCULATIONS
OF TRIPLE-INITIATED PBX 9404

by

Charles L. Mader and James D. Kershner

ABSTRACT

The three-dimensional, reactive, Eulerian hydrodynamic code, 3DE, is described and
used to model numerically the interaction of three spherically diverging detonation
waves. The shock initiation burn model called Forest Fwe was used to model the
explosive decomposition. The formation of regular and Mach shock reflections, which
result from the interaction of three detonation waves, is described.

--------------------

L INTRODUCTION

The Eulerian equations of motion are effective for
numerical solution of highly distorted flow. The
two-dimensional, reactive, Eulerian computer code,
2DE, is described in detail in Ref. 1. The unique features
of the technique used in 2DE are the mixed equa-
tion-of-state treatments and the use of the associated
mixed-cell state values in the mass movement across cell
boundaries. These permit solution of interface flow
within the cell resolution and state values almost as
accurate as one can obtain with Lagrangian treatments.
Keeping track of the mixed-cell properties and rather
complicated logic is required to follow the mass move-
ment.

The first three-dimensional Eulerian hydrodynamic
code used the particle-in-cell technique. It was described
by Gage and Mader2 in 1966, when it was used to study
the closure of a cubical hole in nitromethane by a shock
wave propagating up one side of the cube. The calcu-
lation described the resulting three-dimensional
hydrodynamic hot spot. The first three-dimensional
continuous Eulerian code was described by Johnson3 in
1967. A three-dimensional incompressible calculation
was used to study flow around buildings by Hirt and

Cook’ in 1972. Compressible three-dimensional calcu-
lations of blast loading and channel flow are described in
Refs. 5-7. Wilkins* developed the first three-dimensional
Lagrangian hydrodynamic code in 1970. Although there
have been various three-dimensional hydrodynamic
codes for over a decade, they have been little used
because most problems required more resolution than
could be obtained with the available computer hardware.

The new CRAY computer, with its million words of
memory, permits approximately 64 000 cells or a cube
with 40 cells on each side. Although this is inadequate
for most problems, it permits study of some problems in
reactive fluid dynamics.

We have constructed a three-dimensional, reactive,
multicomponent Eulerian hydrodynamic code called
3DE. The 3DE code uses techniques identical to those in
2DE for describing mixed cells and multicomponent
equations of state and for modeling reactive flow. The
code is described in the appendix.

II. CALCULATION OF TRIPLE-INITIATED
PBX 9404

Recent radiographic and numerical Studiesg of two
laterally colliding, diverging, cylindrical detonations in
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PBX 9404 examined the formation of regular and Mach
shock reflections of colliding detonations in two
dimensions. The experimentally observed flow was re-
produced using twodimensional hydrodynamics with a
shock-initiation burn model called Forest Firel to de-
scribe the explosive burn. The HOM 1 equation-of-state
constants and Forest Fire constants for PBX 9404 used
in the 2D and 3D calculations are given in Chapter 4 of
Ref. 1. This study objective was to examine the for-
ma~ion of regular and Mach shock reflections from three
colliding, spherically diverging detonations and, in par-
ticular, the triple-shock reflection, which was expected
from the interaction of three detonation waves.

The geometry studied is shown in Fig. 1. Three
detonator cubes of 4 by 4 by 4 cells are placed either
symmetrically or unsymmetrically in a cube of PBX
9404 with air on its bottom side and continuum bound-
aries on its other sides. The indices i, j, and k designate
the position on the x-, y-, and z-coordinates. The air
thickness is k of 2. An undecomposed explosive layer of
one cell thickness is between the air and the bottom of
the hot spots. The total cube height is k of 18. The
symmetric detonator problem had an i of 18 and j of 17,
as shown in Fig. 2. The nonsymmetric detonator prob-
lem had an i of 21 and j of 16, as shown in Fig. 3. The
detonator cubes were initially decomposed PBX 9404
with a 3.0-g/cm3 initial density and a 0.05 -Mbar-cm3/g
energy. To initiate prompt propagating, diverging deto-
nation, the initial detonator conditions must sufllce to
shock the surrounding undecomposed PBX 9404 to
several hundred kilobars. The computational cell size
used was 0.2 cm, and the time step was 0.025 vs. The
computer time on the CDC 7600 computer was about 6
minutes for 125 cycles.

The expected wave interactions are sketched for the
symmetric detonator case in Fig. 2 and the nonsym-
metric case in Fig. 3. The sketches show the expected
three spherically diverging waves interacting as pairs and
as triplets. The dashed lines show the waves just after
double-wave interaction has occurred, and the dark
regions show the areas of double-wave interaction. The
solid lines and dotted regions show the waves after
triple-wave interaction has occurred.

Considerable effort is required to envision a
threedimensional picture from the usual one- and
two-dimensional data presentations. The best study
technique is to construct a three-dimensional model, as

described in Ref. 2, by making clear prints of cube cross
sections and mounting them to scale in grooved Lucite
boxes. Computer-generated color movies with rotating
perspective views are also effective in presenting the
three-dimensional flow. Since models or movies cannot
be presented in a report, we must examine the flow
results by studying cross sections in the i, j, and k planes,
holding one axis constant at a particular time of interest.

The isobar (lines of constant pressure) cross-sectional
plots for the symmetric detonator problem are shown in
Figs. 4-6 at 1.275 IM and in Figs. 7-9 at 1.9011$, The
pressure interval is 50 kbar, and the pressure region
greater than 400 kbar is shaded. Since the plane wave
C-J pressure of PBX 9404 is 365 kbar and the diverging
effective C-J pressure is approximately 300 kbar, the
regions above 400 kbar must result from either regular
or Mach reflection of double-or triple-wave interactions.

The plots shown in Figs. 4-9 show that the three
symmetric detonations interact to give regular and Mach
reflection at the three regions where two waves interact.
At the center, between the three detonators, a triple-wave
interaction occurs that gives a triple-wave regular or a
triple-wave Mach reflection, depending on the angle of
interaction of the three waves.

The isobar cross-sectional plots for the nonsymmetric
detonator problem are shown in Figs. 10-13 at 1.90 vs.
The pressure region greater than 400 kbar is shaded.

Figures 10 and 12 show the regular and Mach
reflections at the two regions where only two waves
interact. Figures 11 and 13 show the regular and Mach
reflections that occur when both two and three waves
interact, resulting in a large triple-wave Mach reflection.

III. CONCLUSIONS

The threedimensional Eulerian hydrodynamic com-
puter code 3DE has been used to examine the flow
resulting from the interaction of three spherically diverg-
ing detonation waves. The size and magnitude of the
high-pressure double- and triple-wave interactions de-
pend significantly upon the initial relative positions of the
detonators. The flow will be examined with double the
numerical resolution shown in this report. The initiation
mechanism for lower energy detonators, which do not
cause prompt initiation of the surrounding explosive, can
now be studied.

.
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Fig. 1.
A PBX 9404 cube with three rectangular detonators.
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Fig. 3.
The double and triple detonation wave interactions

from three nonsymmetric &tonators. l%e &shed
lines and dark region show double-wave interac-
tion. The solid lines and dotted re~”on show
triple- wave interactions.

1: 1.27 SC+.00 6 CVCLS S1 DELTA= S.0000S-02

r

PRESSURE (MEGABARS ) K= 9

Fig. 2.
The double and triple detonation wave interactions

from three symmetric detonators. The dashed lines
and dark regions show aiwble-wave interaction. The
solid lines and dotted region show triple-wave interac-
tion.

Fig. 4.
The symmetric &tonator isobar cross section for cell
layer k of 9 at 1.275 P. The isobar interval is 50 kbar.
The regions of double reflection above 400 kbar are
shaded.
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Fig. 5.
The symmetric &tonator isobar cross sectiomfor cell
layer k of 8 at 1.275 ps. The isobar interval is 50 kbar.
The region of triple reflection above 400 kbar is
shaded.

Fig. 6.
The symmetric &tonator isobar cross section for cell
layer i of 9 at 1275 ps. The isobar interval is 50 kbar.
The regions of double and triple rejection above 4(M
kbar are shaded.

PRESSURE (MEGABARS) [= 9
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Fig. 7.

The symmetric aktonator isobar cross section for cell
layer k of 11 at I.W W. The isobar interval is 50 kbar.
The regions of triple reflection in the center and
double reelection on the sides above 4tM kbar are
shaded.

Fig. 8.

The symmetric &tonator isobar cross section for cell
layer j of 9 at 1.!W W. The isobar interval is 50 kbar.
The region of triple reflection above 400 kbar is
shaded.
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Fig. 9.
The symmetric detonator isobar cross section for cell
layer i of 9 at 1.90 W. The isobar interval is 50 kbar.
The region of triple reflection above 400 kbar is
shaded.

Fig. 10.
Thenonsymmetric detonator isobar cross section for
cell layer k of 11 at 1.90 P. The isobar interval is 50
kbar. The region of double reflection above 400 kbar is
shaded.
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Fig. Il.
The nonsymmetric detonator isobar cross section for
cell layer k of 10 at 1.X7 p.s. The isobar interval is 50
kbar. The region of double and triple reflection above
400 kbar is shaded.
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Fig. 12.
The nonsymmetric aktonator isobar cross section for
cell layer j of 9 at 1.W p. The isobar interval is 50
kbar. The regions of huble reflection above 400 kbar
are shaded.

PRESSURE (MEGABARS ) J= 9
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APPENDIX

NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL
EULERIAN REACTIVE FLOW

I. THE FLOW EQUATIONS

The Nomenclature

Quantities pertaining to cell ijk

E
i,j, k

I
i,j, k

M
i,j,k

),j,k

f,j,k
~: ,,k

Ax; Ay, Az

T
i,.i ,k

u
x,i,j,k

u
y,i,j,k

u
z,i,j,k

w
i,.i, k

x
x,i,j,k

x
y,i,j,k

x
z,i,j,k

v=

At

P

m

i.Mx, jMAx, w

PAPP, UAPP,MAPP,

IAPP ,WAPP

total energy

internal energy

msas

pressure

pressure on face

Viscous pressure

!?,

on face 1.

length of cell sidea in x,y,z

temperature

x-velocity

y-velocity

z-velocity

mass fraction of undecomposed explosive

momentum in x-direction

momentum in y-direction

momentum in z-direction

cell volume = AxAyAz

tl.meincrement

density

masa moved

maximum number cells in i,j,k-direction

piston values of pressure, velocity, msss,

energy, and mass fraction

The threedimensional partial differential equations fornonviscous, nonconducting, compressible fluid
flow are

at .(,.) Y($i’)+uz(%$=-(%+$+?)A2+U?.L’+U

‘[2+43‘“Y(3+431 ‘-E
c[~+ul>)+uy(~)+Uz(%)]=-%
J--+%(%)+u~~)+uz~g)]=-2

$%+”x(g)+uy(~)+uz(g)]=-p(%a:~+>).
9



In Phase II, the transport terms in the momentum and energy equations may be dropped, resulting in
the following set of equations.

%=. ?2p at ay

au
p++

Momentum

aI
au au

p==-
( )

p~+>+;
ay Energy

With artificial viscosity these equations become

au
P$=. ?Q_#D

YY=-
P at

W-#

au
P* ._ N-#L

[

au au au

1°

a UXQ
-pg. P$+2+~ +

ay
UN

ax ‘Xax

a(u Q) u ~
+N.Y!u Xl+._&-

ay Y ay Zaz”

.

.

Given some initial conditions, these equations are solved using finite-difference approximations. The fluid
is moved by a continuous mass transport method.
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II. THE NUMERICAL TECHNIQUE

.

The problem is divided into Eulerian cells. The state values are cell-centered; the velocities and
positions are at cell corners.

“2

4 j=l
z

2

k=i

/ /

isl

2

x

The problem is set up with a cubical lattice of iMAX*jMAX*kMAX cells (in each direction). Every
cell has three indices (ijk) associated with it, each index having a range from 1 to iMAX, jMAX, or
kMAX. The x,y,z-cordinates of the corner nearest the origin of cell ijk are then (i - l)Ax, (j - l)Ay,
(k - l)Az, where ALAy, and Az are the lengths of the side of a cell. The faces of each cell are numbered
one through six.

z

3

x
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The faces of cell ijk have indices
face 1 i, j - 1/2, k
face 2 i + l/2, j, k

face 3 i, j + 1/2, k
face 4 i- l/2, j,k.

The center of the cell is at i + 1/2, j + 1/2, k + 1/2. Face boundaries 1,4, and 6 are piston or continuum
whereas face boundaries 2, 3, and 5 are continuum only.

If first cycle, skip to IA.

PHASE I

u
~ ‘:, i,j,k

x,i,j,k
i>j,k

u .+
y,i,j,k

I,j,k

u
$/i,j, k

z,i,j,k
i,j,k

E
isj,k

. AE
i,j,k + ‘i,j,k

I
(

.*. LU2 + U2 + U2
i,j, k

i,j,k
2 x,i,j,k y,i,j,k z,i,j,k)

IA ttien+l = timen + At

Am
i,j,k

= 0.0

AE - 0.0
i,j,k

The pressure and temperature are calculated from the density, internal energy, and cell mass fractions
using the HOM, HOM2S, HOM2G, HOMSG, or HOM2SG described in Appendix C of Ref. 1. The
Arrhenius, C-J volume, and Forest Fire burns are identical to those described in Appendix A of Ref. 1.
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PHASE II

A. Calculate the pressures on the six faces of each cell.

If a cell face is on a boundary, its pressure is set equal to the cell pressure. Otherwise,

P:,j,k - + (Pi,j,k + Pi,j-l,k) face 1 of cell ijk

P: ~,k - + (P,,j,k + P,+,,j,k) face 2 of cell ijk

P:’j,k - +(Pi ,,k + Pi,j+l,k) face 3 of cell ijk
* s

B.

P: ~,k = + (p,,j,k+Pi+j,k) face 4 of cell ijk

P;’j,k = +(l’i, j,k + pi,j,k+J face 5 of cell ijk

P:’j,k - + (p,,j,k + P,,,,J face 6 of cell ijk .
*

Calculate the viscosities on the six faces of each cell.

If t he viscosity is negative, it is set to zero. If a cell face is on a boundary, its viscosity is set to zero.

K Mi ~Mi

Q;,,k= ,j-l,k(”y,i,fl-l,k- ‘Y,i j k)9 P
s ~ j ~,k)vc -

2(Mi, j,k , -
+M

K Mi

Q:,j,k =
,j,k”i+l,j,k(ux,i,j,k - ‘x,i+l,j,k)

2(Mi j,k+Mi+l ~,k)Vc

K Mi
Q:,j,k -

j,k”i,3:l,k(uy,i,j:k-uy, )I,j+l,k
2(M +M ~ j+l, k)vc

I,j, k ,

~4
K Mi

,j,k”i-l,j,k(ux,i-l,j,k - ‘x,i,j,k)
i,j,k = 2(Mi,j,k + %-l,j,k)vc

J
Q:,j,k = K ‘i’j’k::;j’k+’ ;;:’; ::+;)::’i’j’k+l)

# *

“2&: ‘j’

K Mi kMi
k-i - ‘Z,i,j,k)

Q:,j,k =
k-1 Z,i

+M ~ j,k-l)vc
s *

13



C. Calculate the tentative velocities according to the momentum equations.

i =U
(

+L#!& p~ - P2 + Q!
x,i,j,k x,i.,j,k i,j,k i,j,k l,j>k )

- Q;, j,k
i,j,k

G =U
(

+ AtAxAz PI - _ P3 -Q; j,k+ ‘;, j,k , )y,i,j,k y,i,j,k M
f>j,k

i,j,k i,j,k

U
(

+#Q?!& p6 5
=U i,j, k - ‘i,j;k + ‘~,j,k - ‘~,j,kz,i,j,k z,i,j,k i,j,k

)

D. Calculate tentative ceUintemal energies.

l.If a neighbor cell is on a boundary, the average velocitY forthatfa~is x(”iJ,k+ulJ,k)o If the
boundary is a piston, the velocity for that face is UAPP.

2. For the first VCNT (25) cycles the piston energy is constrained as follows.

1 (1P
)(

1 1—.—
‘Q;,j,k Po Pi,j,k

)

forL>~ ,
i,j,k ‘~ i,j,k Po

=1 fOr~<$
i,j,k P.

3. Calculate the following quantities,

U:,i,j,k
= ~(fix,i,j,k + ‘x,i,j,k + ‘ix,i-l,j,k+ ‘x,i7~,j,k\

U:,i,j,k = *(bx , ~ k + Ux , j k + fix,+, ,,k + Ux,i+,,j,k)

I?i,j,k -: (tiy:i:j:k + Uy:i:j:k + fiy:i,j:l,k + uy,i,j_l,k)

U;,i,j,k = ~ (tiy,i,j,k + Uy,i,j,k + Uy,i,j+l,k + Uy,i,j+l,k)

U:,i,j,k = ~@z,i,j,k + ‘Z,i,j,k + ‘iz,i,j,k-l + ‘z,i,j,k-1)

U:,i,j,k =:(tiz,i,j,k +uz,i,j,k +tiz,i,j,k+l+u )z,i,j,k+l

14



4. Thetentative cell energy is then

1 At
i,j,k = li,j,k+ M { [(‘i, j,k

u~,i,j,k - U~,i,j,k)AyAz
i,j, k

+

+

+

(AXAZ U1 - U3
)(

+ U6
y,i,j,k y,i,j,k

- us
z,l, j,k )]z,i,j,k ‘tiy

(
u’

‘:,j,k x,i,j,k
u’

)- ‘:,j,k x,i,j,k
AyAz

(
U1 -Q:j,k U~,ijk)

‘z ‘:,j,k y,f,j,k , S*

(6 U6
+ ‘id,k z, , ,

5
us

)1 j k- ‘i,j,k z,i,j,k Afiy

5X ~ k+uxi k4
, s , ,

2 j’ (
Q

)i,j,k- ‘:,j,k
AyAz

fi ~ k+tl ~ kl
, ● , *

2 j’ (QI,j,k- ‘:,j,k)
AXAZ

fizi k+uzf k6
, ,

2 j’ (
Qi,j,k- ‘:,j,k

H
AxAy .

E. Calculate total cellenergy and momenta.

E
[ (

+~u2
i,j,k ‘“i,j,k %,j,k

-2 -2 )12 x,i,j,k +uy,i,j,k+uz,i,j ,k

x =M
x,i,j,k I,j,ktix,i,j,k

x =M
y,i,j,k

D
i,j,k y,f,j,k

x -M ti
z,i,j,k i,j,k z,i,j,k

PHASEIII

Mass movement occusif tiepressure of thecell from which itmoves isgreater thn FREPR(l.l x

10+) or if the cell is in tension.
Following themethod described in Appendix Cof Ref. l,themass movement iscalculated as in the

case described for slab geometry. Mass is moved either intoor outof a cell across each ofits six cell
faces. When mass moves intoa cellit is designated an acceptor cell, andwhenmass movesoutofacell it
isdesignateda donorcell. During atimecycle,Am isthetotal change inacell andis thesumofall mass
movements across all faces of the cell. Since cells are contiguous, amass movement across accll face
increases the Am oftheaccceptor cell anddccreases that ofthe donor cell.

t

. .
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A. Calculate ~ for donor cells.

a
P

n ~.”- %k,i+l,,,k-u:,i-l,,,k)i,j,k = ‘i,j,k

At

(‘~ ‘f,i,j+l,k- ‘j,i,j-l,k) -& (U:,i,j,k+l - ‘:,i,j,k-l)]

Exceptions:
Piston boundary

face 1 UY,iJ.l,k= UAPP
face 4 uj@J,k = UAPP

face 6 uz,lJ,k4 = UAPP

Continuum boundaries
face 1 u y.l,J-l,k = u y,lJ,k

face 2 u x,l+lJ,k = ux,,Jok
face 3 ‘y,lJ+l,k = ‘y,iJ,k

face 4 u xJ4J,k = ux,,J,k
face 5 uz,l,J.k+l = uz,,J,k
face 6 u z,lJ,k-1 = uzJ,j,k “

B. Calculate mass movement across face 1.

(y, *j,+Ci k+il 1
9 9 ) At

A=
j-l, k ~

(
1+ ij -U

At
y,i, j,k )( )y,i, j-l, k ~

If A >0, the mass moves from donor cell i~-l,k to cell ij,k. Mass donated to cell ij,k is subscripted [,m,n.

‘9.,m,n - (6i,j-l,k)(A)vc

If A s O, the mass moves from i~,k to i~-l,k.

mLLk=(6i,j,dlAl ‘c

C. Calculate mass movement across face4.

(~il ,,, )At+tixil
A= 2 x,i,j,k , - k~

l{tix,i,j,k
-U

At
x,i-l,j,k)( )G

IfA>O, the mass moves from donor cell i-l,j,k, tocell i~,k.

,

.

mt,m,n= (@i-l,j,k)(A)vc

16
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If A s O, the mass moves from i~,k to i-l&k.

n
i,j,k = (A~,j,k)f[A[Nc

D. Calculate movement across face6.

A=
& ~+rlzi

, , , 3 9 )~,k-1 Az

(
1+ t -ii

&
z,i, j,k )( )z,i, j,k-1 Az

If A> O,themass moves from donor cell i&k-l tocellij,k. ‘

mfl,m,n- (~i,j,k-lj(A)vc

If A< O,themass moves from i&kto i&k-L

m
i,j>k - @i,j,d(lAl)vc

Mass movements across faces 2,3and5 aredescribed by faces 1,4, and7except at boundaries.

E. Boundaries for B, C, and D are treated as follows.

Piston boundaries use applied mass (MAPP) and applied particle velocity (UAPP).
Continuum boundaries use to calculate A.

face 1 A - +(3tiy,l,j,k y,i,j+l,k) ~
-n

face 4 A = ~(3fi~,i,j,k x,i+l,j,k) %
-E

.’
face 6 A = ~(3fiz,l,j,k -V )Qz,i,j,k+l /iZ

face 2 A =;(3fiX, i,j, k - tX, i-l, j,k) ~

face3 A _ *(3fi ‘ -c
y,i, j,k y,i,j-l,k) &

. +(3B -V
At

face5 A z,i,j,k z,i,j,k-l) ~

F. Calculate m for faces 1, 4, and 6 by adding to cell quantities if the face is an acceptor cell and
subtracting if a face is a donor cell. Mass is donated by cell (f,m,n) to cell (iJ,k).

Am
i,j, k = x ‘E, m,n - ~mi,j,k

For unmixed cells of the same material,

AE
i,j, k = ~m ‘k’m’n - ~mi,j,k ~ -g,m, n }11 ~,n

# *
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For unmixed cells containing an explosive,

Wn =W ‘EFwt,m,. ‘~~ ‘i,j,k ‘i,j,k i,j>k ‘t,m,n

i =x
x,i,j,k x,i,j,k ‘~;;’:~ %,i?,m,n ‘~~ “x,i,j,k ‘

i =x ‘z ;“:’; $,%ln,n ‘z~iy,i,~,k ‘y,i,j,k y,i,j,k
9,

2 =x
z,i,j,k z,i,j,k ‘~~”~:~ ‘z,~,m,. ‘z% ‘z,i,jk “

,

G. The mixed cells are treated as described in Appendix C of Ref. 1. Determine the composition of the
mass to be moved from the donor to the acceptor cell as follows. Materials common to both the donor
and acceptor cells are moved according to the mass fractions of common materials in the acceptor cell. If
the donor and acceptor cells have no common materials, then mass is moved according to the mass
fractions of the donor cell. The mass to be moved from the donor cell has the density and energy
determined for that component or components by the mixture equation-of-state calculation in Phase I.

,
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